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TEX basics
TEX is a typesetting language

The name of the game

It is platform-independent
designed with portability in mind

It is well deﬁned
and well documented

It is in the public domain
though environments may not be

TEX is a mark-up language

TEX is a programming language

Deﬁne how a section heading
should look, be numbered, …
Deﬁnitions
\def\section#1{…}

Typeset

Markup

Identify a section heading as such
\section{Installing the software}

Source ﬁle

Typeset pages

Source ﬁle

(ASCII)

(DVI)

(ASCII)

TEX is a programming language

Hello, world.

Hello, world.

Hello, {\it world}.

Hello, world.

\def\x{Hello}
\x, world.

Variables (storage)
Deﬁnitions

Hello, world.

for counters, dimensions, …

\leftskip = 0.5in
Markup

Hello, world.

Fixed-point arithmetic

Hello, world.

so you can add, multiply, …
0.5 inch

Source ﬁle
(ASCII)

If-then-else constructs

$ {-1+\sqrt5 \over 2}

and other controls, such as loops

\approx 0.618 $

−1 +
2

√

5

≈ 0.618

\figure{The widget’s components … \label{figwidget}}.

LATEX is a package of TEX macros

… to take the widget apart (Figure \ref{figwidget}).

LATEX encourages structured writing
separating content markup from formatting

LATEX creates so-called environments

Figure 4.3

The widget’s components …

with \begin … \end constructs (not unlike HTML)

LATEX automatizes certain tasks

… to take the widget apart (Figure 4.3).

such as cross-references and tables of contents
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TEX’s strengths

Reason #1

TEX produces beautiful pages

Three reasons to adopt it

TEX makes it relatively simple to typeset
the most complex mathematical formulas

TEX understands ﬁne typographical points,
such as kerning, ligatures, and diacriticals

The transverse, forward-propagating eigenmodes ũp (r , φ) of

I met Tülay Adalı. She is a faculty at umbc.

Huygens’ complex integral equation in cylindrical coordinates
are the complex Laguerre-gaussian modes, deﬁned as

Space is larger
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I met Tülay Adalı. She is a faculty at umbc.
I met Tülay Adalı. She is a faculty at umbc.
I met Tülay Adalı. She is a faculty at umbc.

with Lp (z) the complex generalized Laguerre polynomial, and
the parameters ṽ and q̃ deﬁned as in cartesian coordinates.

Space stretches more

TEX uses a unique algorithm
to optimize the line breaks
Word

TEX uses a unique algorithm
to optimize the line breaks

STC is an individual membership organization dedicated

TEX

stc is an individual membership organization dedicated

to advancing the arts and sciences of technical communi-

to advancing the arts and sciences of technical commu-

cation. It is the largest organization of its type in the

nication. It is the largest organization of its type in the

world. Its 18 000 members include technical writers and

world. Its 18 000 members include technical writers and

editors, content developers, documentation specialists,

editors, content developers, documentation specialists,

technical illustrators, instructional designers, academics,

technical illustrators, instructional designers, academics,

information architects, usability and human factors pro-

information architects, usability and human factors pro-

fessionals, visual designers, Web designers and develop-

fessionals, visual designers, Web designers and develop-

ers, and translators—anyone whose work makes techni-

ers, and translators—anyone whose work makes technical

cal information available to those who need it.

information available to those who need it.

Reason #2

Reason #3

TEX is reliable

TEX does (almost) anything I ask it

TEX is well deﬁned and documented

TEX allows ﬁne, reliable control

and the order of operations is predictable

unlike direct-manipulation applications

TEX has not changed since 1989

Plain text ﬁles are versatile

and operates with no known bugs

They are easy to generate and to edit

TEX uses plain text as a source ﬁle

TEX itself can be expanded

and will not change the ﬁle behind your back

for example with PostScript code
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TEX’s possibilities

\draw{8\pc}{9.5\pc}

Below are two visually concise alternatives (same data, less in

\def\everywave{ \slw{.75} }

Line graphs typically show evolutions better than columns, to

\xrange14 \yrange0{25}

The sky is the limit

Portfolio development: premium/TSI
\linedata 1 13.41
2 15.07 3 15.58

Portfolio development: premium/TSI

4 16.01 \enddata
Commodities

Cargo

25

Land equipment

Cargo
Inland hull

\xaxis[\labelfalse\linefalse]11130

Inland hull

Ocean hull

Commodities
Total Marine
Land equipment

Total Marine

\dy=-1.75\pc

25

Ocean hull

\an10{2001}cb \an40{2004}cb
0
0

\dx=.5\pc

2001

2001

2004

2004

\an4{16.01}{Total Marine}lm

Not all examples shown in the presentation could
be included here, because of conﬁdentiality issues.
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\enddraw

Structuring thoughts
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Structure of the three half-days
I was particularly interested by…

I was particularly interested by…

The structure of the document (design)
The overall concept of “writing for the audience”

\eval{Program}

\eval{Program}
Instructor

Expertise in the subject matter
Instructor of the contents}6{10}00
\EGFP{Quality
(Jean-luc)

Expertise in the subject matter

(Jean-luc)
Teaching abilities
\EGFP{Quality
of the contents}
Interaction with the participants

Teaching abilities

\EGFP{Relevance for my work}{11}500

\EGFP{Relevance for my work}

\EGFP{Structure of the three half-days}2{11}21

I was struck by…
\EGFP{Structure of the three
half-days}

Interaction with the participants
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I was struck by…

The interactive teaching approach (“friendly interaction”)
The instructor’s energy and enthusiasm
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Enero de 2006

“What time is it?”

“What time is it?”

“Quelle heure est-il?”

« Quelle heure est-il ? »

<1234567.89>

1 234 567.89
1 234 567,89

\def\digitsep{,}
<1234567.89>

1, 234, 567.89

$\pi=<3.141592653589793>$

π = 3.141 592 653 589 793

$N 0=<6.022E23>$

N0 = 6.022 × 1023

$g=<9.81 m.s-2>$

g = 9.81 m·s−2

Calidad del contenido
Pertinencia para mi trabajo
Estructura de los cuatro medio días
Me interesó particularmente...

La estructura del documento y del abstract
Las recomendaciones de redacción

Main clause

Inappropriate subject

4

Subordinate of the subordinate

ibm invented cmp in the late 80’s to allow for more metal

6

layers in the integrated circuits (ic) that they produced.
Originally it was called Chemical Mechanical Planarization

It should be noted here that since they are based on zero
charge assumption, their correctness should be questioned.

(cmp) since that was the purpose for which it was created.
A typical transistor wiring process ﬂow of the time is shown.

5

Due to the diversity of these impairments,

Subordinate clause

it is very difﬁcult to take them as such into account.

Main information in subordinate clause

6

It should be noted here that since they are based on zero
charge assumption, their correctness should be questioned.

7

As for the value of the maximum generated power
we observe that it is close to the one predicted by Fig. 1, …

8

In conclusion, it can be said that the reduction
of the ipd eot to below 5 nm will be very difﬁcult if …

9

Moreover we can see that conﬁguration s3, which exhibits …,
outperfoms s1 except for Es /N0 between 3 dB and 4 dB …
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